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Drought Aid Bill
Varsity Downs Alumnae
Ullrich Will Head
Passed by Senate
In Hard Fought Game
Student Government
ALUMNAE GROWS WEAKER
NEAR END, GAME ENDING
SCORE 2'-10
The varsity proved itself the stronger of the two teams as it pushed thru
to the victory of 21 to 10 over the
Alumnae last Saturday night Feb. 24.
Not only did the Alumnae have a
strong defense in Bowers and Miller
but the Varsity gaurds met with trouble as they tackled the guarding of
Smitty and Doan. The H.T.C. spirit
showed itself as the Alumnae steadily
held their ground against the Varsity.
But the Alumnae soon realized that
training is necessary for good endurance, and the later part of the
game found them weakening before
the onward force of the Varsity six.
The excitement on the sidelines, and
the spirit of the players kept a high
tide of enthusiasm throughout the
game.
The lineup for the game was as
follows:
Varsity 21
Alumnae 10
F
Sullivan
Smith
Coyner, N.
F
Rosen
Neblett
C
Doan
Ralston
G
Heiser
Duke
G
Miller
Coyner, L.
G
Bowers
Substitntes:
Varsity
Johnson,
Leigh, Farinholt, Cicerale : Alumnae:
Brame.
Referee: if iss Powell, Alumnae of
H. T. C.

ATTACK IN PANAMA CANAL
ZONE PLANNED BY AMERI.
CAN FLEETS .

it

Annual Meeting Of For more than a week the vessels Dr. Wayland Edits
States scouting fleet
Many Boofe On
Virginia Colleges ofhavethebeenUnited
assembling in the Isthmian
Virginia History
Held In Richmond region, their task being to defend the

EFFORD, MOORE, WARREN, AND
HOWELL ELECTED BY STUDENTS
Large Vote Cast

Harriet Ullrich, of Norfolk, will
take
over the office of President-of the
LISTED IN WHO'S WHO
DR. GIFFORD ON COMMITTEE
Student Government Association at
the beginning of the spring quarter,
Dr. John W. Wayland, of the Social
it was announced on Thursday night
Appointing Dean W. J. Gifford to
Science Department, whose name apafter the general election held during
its executive committee, the Associapeared in the 1930-31 issue of Who's
that day. Other major officers elected
tion of Virginia Colleges held its anWho, has published up tp'ihe present
at this time include Pauline Efford,
nual meeting in Richmond, Virginia,
twenty-four books, most of them dealof Farnham, President of the Y.W.
February 13 and 14. The chief busiing with the growth and history of
C.A., Margaret Moore, of Norfolk,
ness to come before the meeting was
Virginia. In exchange for the books
Editor-in-chief of the Schoolma'am,
the consideration of ways of smoothwhich he has written he has received
Martha Warren of Lynchburg, Presing over the break between high
autographed copies from many authident of the Athletic Association; and
school and college, thus preventing
ors. Among the books received are:
Catherine Howell of Low Moor, Editthe alarming number of college fresh"Picturesque Shenandoah Valley" or-in-chief of the Breeze.
men who flunk out.
by Dr. A. C. Gordon.
A steady stream of students came
It is advised that the association
"Sanctuary" by Winifred Russell
to
the polls during the day, accordenter into a three or four year period
under the pen name rf Virgjnia gtait
ing
to the election clerks, and it is
of consideration, to find the relation"The Thrush" by Clarence H.
reported that a very large percentage
ships between such tests as might be
Urner.
of the student body cast votes.
applied to high school Jupils^nd their
"Washington's Western Lands" by
The five officers elected have all had
subsequent college work. This will, it
Roy Bird Cook.
active parts in the various phases of
is hoped, furnish data that will re"Dust of Dreams" by Marcia Lewis
college work, and are well known on
lieve the tension between college and
Ending a long deadlock between the Leach.
campus. Harriet Ullrich is President
high school where their relationship
"The Virginia Guide" by Leland B.
Senate and the President, the $2,000of the Page Literary Society, secremight be strained. The State SuperTate.
tary of the Junior class, a member of
intendent of Public Education has 000 drought aid bill was adopted by
"Fifty Years on the Old Frontier"
the
Senate
and
signed
by
President
Kappa Delta Pi, and former Presibeen requested to take under considHoover at an extra session of Con- by James H. Cook.
dent
of the class of '32. Pauline Efford
eration an investigation of the above
"Pomes of John R. Thompson" by
gress
which
ended
February
14.
The
is
President
of the Lanier Literary
nature, and to test the aptitudes and
John S. Patton.
Society, and a member of the Cotillion
achievements of high school students bill passed the Senate by a vote of
"A History of Madison County, Virand Stratford Clubs. Margaret Moore
and college freshmen. The president 67 to 15 and the President signed £inia" by Claude L. Yowell.
without
formality
the
measure
which
is the present Business Manager of
of the Association has been requested
Those books published by Dr. Way- 1 ^ u
was accepted as guaranteeing food
,
•
.
'
'the
Schoolma'am, a member of the
•itself has the power to appoint a for the farmers.
«□ i M. u ujn «
,„., iStratfords and the Page Literary Socommittee or individuals to co-operSenators Borah, Couzens and Bark-f, Pau^the Herald of the Cross, 1901. ciety>vMartha Warren .g Vice.presi.
The Twelve Apostles, 1905.
ley attacked the measure with vigor.
ate in such an investigation.
dent of the junior class, a member of
The German Element of the ShenSenator Borah questioned the report
the Athletic Council, the varsity hockIn relation to this subject, Dr. S. of President Hoover's agent on the andoah Valley of Virginia, 1907.
B. Hall said that there was too great conditions in the United States. He! The Political Opinions of Thomas ey squad ,the Page Literary Society,
DISCUSS AMERICAN AND
and is secretary and treasurer of the
an inclination on the part of colleges protested particularly against a mea- Jefferson, 1907.
ENGLISH POETS
Alpha Literary Society. Catherine
Sidney Lanier at Rockringham
to regard the preparatory units as sure which attempted to establish a
(Continued to Page i)
Children's Poetry was the topic of
clear demarcation in the treatment Springs, 1912.
the Lee Literary Society program on feeders instead of recognizing their upon the part of the government beHistory of Rockingham County, VirFriday night. A. A. Milne and Edward responsibility toward them. He stated tween the man who has no security ginia, 1912.
Lear were the two authors discussed. further that since the colleges train- and one who has." Senator Barkley
How to Teach American History,
Both of these men are famous writers ed the teachers furnished the text- thought better to have an extra ses- 1914.
of children's verse. Lillian Hicks and
History Stories for Primary Grades,
books, advised as to the curricula, and sion to avoid such an emergency, hasty
Kitty Wherrett gave the lives of these j
1919.
and ill-digested legislation. "I am unMISSES BOEHMER, ANTHONY
two men. Some of the works of both determined organization, they could willing to give approval to the selfish
Christ as a Teacher, 1919.
. AND DR. GIFFORD ATTEND
authors were read and enjoyed by not avoid the responsibility for the re- and narrow and bigoted and arrogant
A History of Virginia for Boys and
everyone.
sults of the preparatory shcools.
theory that the great government of Girls, 1920.
Harrisonburg State Teachers ColHistory Helps, 1921.
Martha Franklin gave several selege will be well represented at the
Dr. W. T. Hodges, president of the the United States owes a greater oblections from Lear. "Vespers" by Mi- Association called the purpose of col- ligation to the man who owns property
(Continued to Page 4)
eleventh anual session of National
lne was one of the best liked of the
than it owes to the man who has no
Educational Association and related
leges "providing students with knowselections.
property," he declared. Senator CouAssociation Conventions to be held in
ledge in fields of contemporary life zens compared the government's treatDetroit, Michigan. Those attending'
The Page Literary Society program and enriching their lives along cul- ment of income taxpayers and that acthe convention are Miss'Florence Boeon Friday night, February 13, was tural, intellectual and artistic lines." corded to poor farmers by Secretary
hmer, Dean of Women: Miss Katherbased on the life and works of Edgar He also' called attention to the three Hyde in his administration of the $45,ine Anthony, director of the training
Allen Poe.
000,000 seed loan. In conclusion he PRACTICING IN SUPERVISION schools, and Doctor W. J. Gifford,
most important matters in American
There are on campus three new supstated, "not only that, but the governDean of the College.
A short sketch of Poe's life was
ervisors,
Miss Juna Reynolds, Miss
higher
education,
namely,
the
place
ment charges interest at the rate of
given by Margaret Campbell.
The
The study of campus problems will
Annette Bringham, and Miss Lena
characteristics of the style of Poe were of the liberal arts college, the general 5 per cent on the loan and this interbe the work of the discussion group
Rexinger.
These
supervisors
are
graaiso included in this talk. The poem nature of the work to be done there, est on the loan is deducted from the
duate students from the department led by Miss Boehmer at the convention.
"Israfrel" by Poe was presented by and who are to be the students in our principal in advance. Still further, the of teacher training at Teachers Col- Miss Anthony will attend the group
farmer is required to use seed and
Gladys Farrar, and four instances of
of supervisors of student teaching,
advanced educational institutions.
fertilizer approved by the Department lege, Columbia, New York, who come while Dr. Gifford meets with the
premature burial were read. Two of
of Agriculture. These are Shylock here for practice in supervision under Deans of College.
these were read by Betty"Bush, and
practices and they could not have been the cooperative scheme which Harristhe other two by Sarah Dutrow. These
more rigidly imposed by the Russian onburg has with Teachers College.
four selections were especially enjoyNEW MEMBERS ELECTED
Miss Reynolds, who is supervising
Government."
ed, for Poe's specialty was dealing
TO SCHOOLMA'AM STAFF
in seventh grade at the Junior High
with the supernatural.
School and in the eighth and ninth
As an abrupt contrast to the rest
By the new system of election just
ELECTORAL BOARD
grades
at Pleasant Hill, received her
of the program, Elizabeth Oakes next
Alpha Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta
put
into practice this year by the
CLERKS IN ELECTION B. A. degree from Washington Unitold jokes on different Page members. Pi anounced, February 5, the pledgadopting of the new Schoolma'am
She
The critic's report ended the program. ing of Miss Julia Robertson of the
Shirley Miller, chairman of the. versity, St. Louis, Missouri.
constitution, seven girls were elected
Electoral
Board,
Jeanette
Ingle,
Virtaught
in
Illinois
for
several
years,
but to the annual staff. The members are
Home Economics department here as
DR. CONVERSE ATTENDS
[.honorary member, and the following ginia Thomas, Mae Brown, and Lena her home 1S in Tennessee"
elected from the • student body, the
Miss
KIWANIS CONVENTION candidates for membership:
Bones, members of the Electoral
Annette Bringham, who hails four classes, and the four literary
Lola C. Davis, of Harrisonburg, Board, acted as clerks in the student from California, received her Bache- societies.
lor's degree at Hunnboldt College. She
Dr. Henry A. Converse, professor senior.
body election last Thursday.
Those elected for the year were as
is
of mathematics, attended a meeting
There
were
two
booths
for
voting,
t*tt*g Miss Gladys Goodman's place follows: Mary Holter, senior; Martha
Garnet Hamrick, of Winchester,
of the Capitol District of the Kiwanis junior.
one in Harrison Hall and the other'in the fourth Srade while Miss Good" Boaz, junior; Martha Ellison, sophoClub at Lynchburg, Virginia last
in Reed Hall. Those whose last names!man is conducting a class in student more; Madeline Newbill, freshman;
Sue
Ayres,
of
Lee
Mont,
senior.
week. The District is composed of
started with letters from A to M voted | teaching for teachers already in ser- Jeanette Ingle, Lanier; Margaret
Florence Dickerson, of South BosVirginia, Maryland, Delaware, and the
in Harrison and the rest went to vice in Rockingham county.
Eure, Page; and Olive Roberson, Lee.
District of Columbia. The Interna- ton, junior.
Reed.
Miss Lena Rexinger, who is superThe representatives of the student
Jeanette Gore, of Cambridge, Md.,
tion president of the Kiwanis Club,
The Electoral Bioard had entire vising in the first grade, is from Ar- body and the Alpha Literary Society
Mr. Roy Crossman was present and senior.
charge of the election including the kansas. She received her B. S. degree have not yet been selected, though the
addressed the assemblage. Dr. ConJulia Duke, of Harrisonburg, jun- choosing of the nominees and the run- from George Peabody College for Tea- election will take place at the next
verse also spoke.
ior.
ning of the election.
chers.
meeting of each group.
Panama Canal zone and the theoretically completed Nicaraguan water
way from the excursions of the enemy.
The "blue" feet, under'the command
of Vice-Admiral Arthur L. Willard,
is seeking to prove the value of aircraft in protecting the canals.
All the vessels that are presumably
to meet an attack in the canal zone are
assembled at the place of attack, but
the main strength of the defense lies
in the airplanes which are carried by
the Lexington and Saratoga, the two
greatest aircraft carriers.
The "black" fleet, commanded by
Admiral Frank H. Schofield, is greatly superior to the defending fleet in
strength and power to of surface
ships, but inferior in the air. It is
now operating in Pacific waters and is
theoretically a large expeditionary
landing force.
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Dearest Auntie,
I am astounded, shocked- -and any
thing else you want to call it. I have
just discovered that a girl from whom
: h
h d th hi h^.
d , sj
ly unable to read. For a girl to have
reached her sophomore year in college in this predicament is a calamity.
She interprets "Keep Off the Grass"
as "Positively No Trucks Allowed,"
and "No One Allowed in Post Office"
as "Delighted to See You. Come Right
in." How shall I cope with this situation? I really do think a lot of her,
and would like to help her.
Very sincerely,
Hickey.

The inquiring reporter asks: What
is your favorite magazine and why?
Since the poetry editor does not alRuth Hardy, a freshman, replied: ways know just "Who's Who" by ini"I like the National Ge°graphic best. tials signed at the end of poems, yet
You learn more and remember more she sees "what's what" < or thinks
with pictures and reading matter both she does) and so she takes this means
than you do with just one or the of expressing her gratification for the
other."
poems that have been sent to The
Lois Hines, a junior, said: "I ra- Breeze in answer to the poetry needther like the Good Housekeeping best, ad. All contributions are greatly apI suppose. It's related to my work, for preciated and welcomed at all times—
- That's That.
one thing, and has all the tested new
appliances in it. I enjoy the storie
FANTASY
too."
' I do not know, nor greatly care,
Francene Hulburd, a freshman, an-j Whftt courge it .g that leads my m
swered: "I enjoy Good Housekeeping1 To those blue realms whose peoples
most. I think they have very good
are
stories; and it's really all-aroutod: , Great worlds and stars more gorgeous
styles, child psychology, and things:
than
like that. It's up to date."
j The sun's mad glory, and more pure
Nellie Coyner, a sophomore, says: Than ever was the moon's chaste light.
"I like Good Housekeeping. I am re- Let it suffice that I have run
ferred to it a lot in my work and I Exulting down a comet's path,
have come to appreciate its value." 1 And raced along the orbit of
1
A swiftly spinning plannet, which
[
Was bundled 'round with clouds as
CAMELS
soft
As
any
sea-swan's downy breast
"I'd walk a mile for a camel"—not
I've
knelt
upon a nebula,
the kind of a camel you are thinking
And
reaching
down have filled both
about, but what about a pet camel?
hands
Almost everything that has ever been
written about camels is deprecatory. With baby stars whose light was yet
They are described as ill-tempered, Not grown past a soft twinkling stage.
evil-smelling, stupid beasts. But this I've touched the moon, and found it
applies chiefly to the Arabian camel I've touched the sun and felt it burn—
the one the shieks ride on. And S° cold and smooth within my grasp;
it applies mainly because of the treat- An orange, wine-warm, pulsing flame.
ment the master gives the animal. In all these ways I've pleasure found
The entire native population of the And have returned on the rainbow's
arch."
East, and most of the Occidentals
—Dorothy A. Martin
too, think of the camel iiuterms of
abuse, and therefore the camel, sensing that feeling, behaves so as to de- The hill reached upward to the sky
And trees held gnarled branches high
serve abuse.
.
The sun had sought its ancient bed
But one European has made friends
Leaving a trail of glowing red
with two camels, and the devotion
For day was done. they lavish on him is astonishing. The
natives flock to see him, and the camNow all the brooklets wake and sing
els "strut the stuff." They follow their
And every bird is on the wing
master around like dogs; they ask
The sun returns from its long night
politely for food;, they ask him to
And sets the whole world singing right
scratch their ears and then thank him
For day's begun.
with little grunts'and squeals.
—B. E. L.
At one time this man was ill with a
fever, but he had to go to a small
A FEATHER
town in Turkestan. His camel, realizA feather comes softly drifting
ing that her master was having a job
down
to stay on, knelt down very gently and From the duskiness of the twilight
invited him to lie down on the sand
A pure white, gleaming feather.
for a rest. When he felt somewhat re- I saw no bird above; no gull in its
freshed, the animal, instead of springflight.
ing to her feet as camels generally do,
Whence comes this shining, snowy
rose in three slow stages, and then
feather?
carried him on as gently and smoothly No flock of wild geese seek their •
ar. possible to his destination. Isn't
southern haunts,
that a friend worth having?
Flying high above the clouds,

I Dear Lillian,
'34 i I generally deal with abnormal cas'34 j es, and not subnormal. Nevertheless
I
I shall endeavor to give you some adBusiness Manager
ELIZABETH OAKES '31 i vice.
Assistant Business Manager
AUDREY CASSELL '31
First, give her only words of one
Assistant
Business
Manager
EMILEY PETERSON '33
1
syllable,
as "The cat has the rat." AfAssistant Business Manager
MARGARET CAMPBELL '33
. ter that advance her to more difficult
reading, as "The Indians are fightCOME TO DISCUSSION GROUPS
ing."
Always have her keep in mind some
One hears much about the Thursday afternoon discussion groups and the
almost unattainable goal, as the deopinions expressed concerning them are both favorable and unfavorable.
ciphering of Dean Gifford's handwritUnfortunately, however, comparatively few girls have appeared at these ing. Hoping you succeed better than
discussions. Perhaps the true significance and value of such group meetings most student teachers, I remain
is not realized.
Your Aunt Abbie
Purposely Miss Boehmer, dean of women, has set aside the hour from
4:30 to 5:30 on each Thursday afternoon for students of the college to meet Dear Aunt Abbie,
I wish you'd try to convience Cathher informally. At each of these meetings a question or problem relative to
erine
Bard that poets are born and
some phase of campus life is freely discussed. Each girl who comes has a
perfect right to and is invited to express her most sincere opinion on the sub- not made. If she has any talents in
that direction, then I'm Harrisonject.
The dean of women likewise takes this opportunity to cite her views on burg's Chief of Police. First it was
the same question. As a result of this combination of student opinion and Phillip and now it's poetry.
Look at these two samples that she
her own, Miss Boehmer hopes to bring about a broader understanding and
composed
to Harriet Pearson and Fana happier solution to campus problems.
Up to this time, "Smoking," "Securing Late Permissions," and "Noise nie Massengill in a fit of poetic frenzy.
To Harriet
During Quiet Hour" have been discussed. All students are invited to sugHarriet—thy
quick quaint way quengest any topic which they might like to bring up for future discussion.
ches
many
a
hungering heart that
These informal groups are decidely advantageous to all who attend and
seems
to
cry
for
human companionit is hoped that more students will become interested in them.
ship.
Thy deep toned voice that seems to be
WHAT WOULD YOUR ANSWER BE?
a-calling to the weary—
Ah—you are indeed a phantom of de"What's your philosophy of life?" One answer might be, "Well, what light!
is yours?" A more refreshing retort, however, would be your own original'
To Fannie
outlook upon the world and life.
Fannie, thy plumpness is to me
If all the many, maftV varied personalities in the world expressed as many A beauty that no one can e'er paint
upon a canvas with a brush—or on
varied philosophies the question would indeed bring forth a delightful disa sheet of parchment with a quill
cussion. But too many people fall into one class. Perhaps you have noticed
to write—
them, the fo'ks who are never satisfied: who are always groping for the big
Oh—thou
art one who seems endowed
things that are just beyond their grasp. Oh, what heights their aspirations
With all the wilful fancy of a quaint
seek! This in itself may be comendable but too often it ends disastrously.
and melodious poem.
Those people who are continuously seeking for mountains are prone to
Do you think there is any cure for
overlook the more infintestiain things. A bursting crocus blossoms, a sparkthis?
ling ray of sunrhine, a flashing drop of rain, a floating wisp of cloud. They
Frantically
are the one3, wh? in trudging up the ladder to the very pinnacle of sucess, are
Virginia
Zehmer
For I hear no cry or call
inclined to underestimate a bit of improvement, a word of encouragement, a
Whence comes this feather?
ALUMNAE RETURN
look of praise or recognition, a friendly smile or greeting. So, when work My dear Virginia,
I am afraid all of this is out of my
Then, standing in my garden, I heard
is laid aside I wonder if these worshipers of the God Success could ever know
the answer.
the supreme pleasure cf an idle twilight moment, a lilting song, a poem in- field. Dr. Meems should be consulted.
That anticipated event—the return
You know I can sympathize with you. of the Alumnae is over, and the camStanding alone by the tinkling,
spired, a dance divine, a fervent prayer.
I have often felt like squelching such pus is once more quieting down after
jeweled fountain,
For these are the things that change life from a mere existance into hapaspirations with a big dose of carbol- j another Alumnae-Varsity game.
The
flowers
breathed out the answer.
py contentment. They are the pillars that anchor the transitory state of
ic acid.
"It is a soft white feather from the
mind popularly termed happiness. If you have yet to find the hidden source
Those who returned for the annual
Prosaically yours
broken, trailing wings of cupoccasion were: Ida Hicks, Evelyn
don't wait for it to arrive by special delivery in an impressive package. You'll
Aunt Abbie
id."
find it is the little friends, a little fun moderate ambition, and a little love
Bowers, Esther Smith, W. Doan, E.
—Sarah Lemmon
tied up with much work that makes a well rounded, satisfied, and happy life.
Miller, Jesse Rosen Shomo, "Cotton
Too many discover this too late!
MUSICAL PROGRAM
Top" Heiser Miller, Martha Brame,
AFTERMATH
rrr A T»I?T Jimmy Knight, and Gertrude Younger
PRESENTED IN LHA1 tL Dowdy_
'Twas a wild, maddening, longing
BOARD WALKS
It's white, steel arrow pierced my
Excitement ruled the campus during
In response to Mr. Chappalear's
soul with the emptiness of silver
We publish the following suggestion, but comment that perhaps the curt remark that perhaps after all a the visit of the Alumnae, and though
moon kissed passion.
the writer doesn't realize all the circumstances.
girl should not choose her husband the stay at H.T.C. was but a short Dawn came—
Young misses in long skirts and slender heeled slippers tripped gaily in regard to his heredity but take the one, the departure was delayed as long The moon slipped beneath Heaven's
over the o!d board walk from Jackson to Maury. And those same slender one she could get, regardless of any as possible.
veiled cloud.
heels caught in the cracks of that old board walk just as ours do; but, since bad traits which might appear in his
I felt indeed the burning rays of a
board walks were rather common in those days, and the school was just gett- family tree, Nellie Cowan rendered
Y.W.C.A. NEWS
golden sun
ing started, and the language of the day was rather polite than otherwise, an answer. At chapel on Monday,
So it was with you.
those young ladies, perhaps, did not express themsefves quite as forcibly as February 16, she sang "If No One
With Florence Dickerson as leader
—B. Mitchell
we about damage thus done.
Ever Marries Me," and thus proved the Y.W. held its regular service on
A LESSON
It really is quite aggravating to lose the heel of your ahoe just as you that marriage is not the only career Sunday afternoon in the Music Room.
are rushing to class after the last bell has rung or to pull a cap off the heel open for the woman of today. To set- Evelyn Wilson gave a talk on To And I taught myself a lesson
When I did not even see
shoes you want to wear down town, or to tear a piece of skin off the heel of tle down with a squirrel in a cage, a Know the Truth. Louise Hobson playA
million
golden dandelions
rabbit, and an adopted orphan child ed a piano selection, The R°sary. The
those new shoes.
Asmiling up at me,
would provide much more agreeable service closed by Delphine Hurst readAgain, will visitors to our lovely new administration building in the
company for an old lady than some ing a poem, Forward l hrough the That seemed to beg I praise them
spring realize that the old board walk is there not because of lack of funds
Aa I searched so frantically
men who have the best heredity in the Ages.
hut for tradition's sake?
Till I found a few sweet violets
world. Nellie also sang "Eve and the
Would it not be better to sacrifice tradition to beauty and practicality? Glowing West"—a woman has a and Shirley Miller followed this with
Hiding in their modesty.
Or perhaps they might, in some way, be combined.
-C.E.B.
sense of beauty, too! Dorothy Cornell a Spanish duet, "Espana."
'34
'34
BOARD OF MANAGERS

ETHEL TOWNSEND
AUDREY MILES '33

'33

HAZEL BAZZANE
DOROTHY GRESHAM

VIRGINIA DORSET
LUCY RITENOUR
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HFFSociQty
Former President Guest of Honor
In honor of Mina Thomas, President of the Student Body 1929-30,
who is a visitor here, Audrey Cassell
gave a party last evening, in the reception room of Johnson Hall. The
color scheme was green and white.
There were four tables, and the
guests were Jeanette Gore, Frances
LaNeave, Lois Winston, Rosalie Ott,
Frances Matthews, Gertrude Blake,
Elizabeth Oakes, Anne Trott, Grace
Blalock, Frances Snyder, Sadie Finklestine, Maria Minor, Maxine Karnes,
Elizabeth Krouse, and Virginia Stark.
Mina arrived here Friday from
New York, where she is secretary to
W. T. Grant, a financier. She will return tomorrow or Monday.

Give Party
Grace Blalock and Maxine Karnes
were hostesses at a party given Wednesday evening in honor of Miss Violetta Davis, Supervisor in the Pleasant
Hill Training School. The other faculty guests were Miss Katherrne Anthony, Miss Lena Rexinger, Miss Annette Brinham, Miss June Reynolds,
and Miss Grace Palmer.
Louise Wine, Virginia Case, Mary
Lowman, Gertrude Rust, Edith Maguire, Sadie Long, Daisy Nash, student teachers under Miss Davis, and
Gertrude Blake, Frances Snyder, and
Verice Stephenson were guests.
Winchester Visitors
Margaret Beck and Virginia Richards were visitors at their homes in
Winchester.

Alumnae Entertained
The Alumnae team, and the Varsity
squad was entertained informally af- Go to Stanley
Elizabeth Houser and Frances Houter the basket ball game last Saturday night. The officers of the Fresh- se r went to Stanley.
man Class, whd acted as hostesses,
Receive Guests
served supper.
Rachel Rogers had her parents as
Mrs. Johnston was present also.
guests Sunday afternoon.
Guests in Clifton Forge
Florene Collins was a guest of Mary Visit Parents
Brown Allgood in Clifton Forge. Gray
Among those who spent the past
Hinebaugh and Ruth Beeson visited week-end with their parents were
their homes there.
Louise Coleman, Wellford Smith, Elizabeth Rhodes, Sadie Long, Elizabeth
Waysesboro Visitors
| Biller, Madeline Lea veil, Virginia
Nell and Lucy Coyner, Sarah Lem- Shank, Elizabeth Kagey, Mae Claymon, and Alice Kay visited in Waynes- ton, Mildred Heath, Evelyn Stultz,
boro.
„. y, Mildred Dawson, and Gladys Garth.
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MARBUT'S RIVAL
OPENS DANCE SCHOOL
The Campbell School of Dancing
was opened recently on campus, and
seems to have obtained instant recognition. The school is directed personally by Miss Margaret Campbell, who
is ably assisted by Miss Helen Whitehead of Maury High School in Norfolk, Owing to the crowded schedule
of her pupils, Miss Campbell's teaching hourse are from 10:00—10:30 almost any evening. Drop in some time.
She loves to have visitors. Her office
is located in Jackson 25, and she keeps
indefinite hours.
Miss Campbell opened her school
because of earnest pleas by other inmates of Jackson Hall. These girls
felt the need of expressing themselves,
but the realization of the need came
too late in the quarter to enroll in
Miss Marbut's natural dancing class.
Nothing daunted, these girls, Misses
Margaret McKee Lackey, Mary Page
Bondurant, Margaret Frances West
and Dorothy Alice Martin went to
observe Miss Marbut's class as the
next best way of learning. They were
so enthusiastic that Miss Marbut was
forced to request them not to return.
They were in despair, but they soon
came to a happy solution of their problem, for Miss Campbell finally consented to teach them. She and Miss
Marbut's class, and every night they
Whitehead are both members of Miss
reteach Miss Marbut's lesson.
The devotees of the dance don the
floating, fairy-like costumes belonging to members of Miss Marbut's class,
and then Jackson Hall is given an exhibition of grace such has never been
seen before. Miss Campbell's earnest
instructions pervade the halls, and
her energetic pupils bend their efforts
to obeying.

BOOK REVIEW

MISS MOLE
As nearly as can be discerned, the
purpose of E. H. Young in writing
Miss Mole is to hold the reader enthralled by his clever choice of words,
his unique phrases, and his incredible insight into the characters of
his brain children.
There is not an unpleasant character in the whole book. True, Ethel
is at times a little wearing to one's
nerves and Robert Corder is an old
bore—but he is never allowed to bore
one for long intervals. Hannah Mole
in the role of housekeeper—friend,
country-cousin, and pseudo—mother
fills a niche in the category of unforgettable characters.
Although of
slightly ancient vintage, Miss Mole
possess a thoroughly modern attitude
—thoroughly rriodern, yet tempered
and restrained some what by the
wisdom and experience of her mature
years. Facing problems of startling
import, she fights them to a definite
conclusion with an indomitable will
One ia not quite sure that many authors would have had the courage to
give the story its present ending. Perhaps it is not the logical ending, but
that is Mr. Young's business and he
should know.
Here is a sprightly story written
by an author who has rhythm and
depth and a fine sense of character.
There is little more to be said about
this book except that it is so important that everyone should read it.

strongly appeal. Her characters lack
that inhumane, unrealistic nature
which fiction so often places upon
them. Authors are so wont to make
their players possess those qualities
which are not found to a high degree
in the ordinary lives of th.ose whom
we come in daily contact. The hero in
most stories is unusually good-looking,
tall, and handsome, and very brave.
The heroine has a lovable disposition
and all the traits a man likes to find
in a woman, including . remarkable
beauty. Now while we may like to
read stories whose parts are played
by perfect characters like these, they
are just a bit unlife-like and we sigh
as we close the book, thinking that we
could never enjoy experiences such as
those because we do not have those
characteristics. But the real tales of
romance are played by those who are
human as we are. The public is clamoring for fiction true to life, and so,
as one reads this novel of Miss Cather,
he finds that the characters are just
ordinary people and he likes them for
their faults as well as their virtures.
They are not on such an elevated plane
that he cannot vision them as being
as humble as he is.
The setting is in a typical western
town in Nebraska. Claude Wheeler,
our outstanding character, is the son
of well-to-do parents who give him
the comforts of life, but his life seems
to be just one mis-hap after another.
When he marries, and fulfills one of
(Continued to Page i)
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Soda Sandwich Shoppe
Have such good
TOASTED SANDWICHES

AND
ONE OF OURS
Go to Oharlotesville
Visit in Stuarts Draft
Special
made
Sundaes
by WILLA GATHER
Adonna Hibbert, Annabel Beaziey,
Louise McComb was accompanied
Judith Hardy, and Virginia Case went to her home in Stuarts Draft by Ann
And the
Miss Lackey dropped the class beTo
those
who
care
for
and
like
a
to Charlottesville.
fore the first lesson, but Miss Shirley
Hendricks.
Latest Records
Courtneyi DSckersbn, has taken he novel centered about plain, everyday
"Service
With A Smile"
Guests in McGaheysville
place. Miss Bondurant has so far been people in their plajn, everyday life,
Keezletown Visitors
Willa Cather's "One of Ours" would
Josephine Sullivan and Elizabeth
Elizabeth Rawls and Frances Rey- perhaps the most successful in the
group.
Miss
West
is
most
zealous
in
Burner, were guests in McGaheysville. nolds went with Madge Heldreth to
visit the latter's sister in Keezletown. practicing, but Miss Martin is almost
obstreperous in her enthusiasm, and
Attend V.P.I. Dance
might be termed the most nymph-like.
Sarah Face and Margaret Smith Week-end Visitors
went to Blacksburg Friday, and while
Virginia Boggs, Ethel Batten, Lucy
Miss Campbell is considering takthere attended the dance at the Vir- Chappell, Anne Trott, Kathryn Pierce, ing up scarf dances in her next lesginia Polytechnic Institute.
Sue Pierce, Martha Goodwin, Ruth son, which shows how advanced her
Stephenson, Dorothy Williams, Grace class is.
Visit in Shenandoah
F. "One of her best friends
Williams, and Marjorie Lutz were
The casual observer can not easily
Helen Keeler and Ruth Holt visited away for the week-end.
should tell her."
determine what the pupils are strivMrs. H. M. Davis, in Shenandoah.
E.
"I agree! She should
ing to express, but no doubt they are
Go to Spottswood
knok."
satisfying themselves, and that is the
Seniors Entertain Sponsors
Olga Burtner and Frances Pence
F. "But, who should tell
main aim of Miss-Campbell's School.
Miss Helen Marbut, Mr. J. N. Mc- went to Spotswood, where they were
her?"
Ilwraith, and Kathaleen Pickett, guests of Mrs. J. M. Garber.
E. "Why don't you murmur
$1.00 PER PAIR
sponsors of the Senior Class, and Miss
in her pearl-like ear the
Grace Palmer and Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Guests in Broadway
V
Warner Bros.
A
which can be identified by
facts of life concerning
Sarah Dutrow, Elizabeth Biller,
Pickett were dinner guests of the class
I R G I N I A
it?"
the blue picot top, graceful
THEATRE
officers at the Flora Dale Lodge, Fort and Blanche Schuler were guests in
F.
"Do
you
think
it
would
Broadway.
Defiance, Tuesday evening.
MON. (23) Kay Francis
French heel, superbly clear
offend her?"
"PASSION FLOWER"
Valentine Party
E. "Offend her? She would
weave, and reinforced toe
TUS. (24)Doug Fairbanks Jr
Emile Groseclose was guest of honbe grateful to know that
"OUTWARD BOUND"
or at a Valentine party given by Lena
the most stylish gowns
and heel for added wear.
Bones in the college tea room SaturMartha Brame '30 who is teaching
worn on and off the camWED.— THUR.
day the fourteenth. The guests were near Lexington was the week-end
H'BG. PROSPERITY CLUB
pus come from Jos. Ney
Rebecca Emory, Dephine Hurst, Nellie guest of Mae Brown.
and Sons."
FRI. (27) Wm. Haines
Cowan, Helen Wick, Jeanette Ingle,
"REMOTE CONTROL"
and Lulu Mitchell.
Newell Dunn '30 visited Ruby StewSAT- (28)
art '30 of Harrisonburg. While she
Richard Barthelmess
Spesd Week-end in Crozet
was in the city, Newell was a visitor
"THE LASH".
FETZER'S
Clarice Wood and Anne Harris on campus.
Mac's Pals and Honey Gals
spent the week-end at the home of
2:00 p.m.
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Jimmy Knight '30 who is teaching in
Charlotte Weast in Crozet.
Alexandria was a week-end guest on
The best things for College Girls may be found here
campus.
Guests in Dayton
Mrs. C. F. Linhoss, of Dayton, had
Pumps, Oxfords, One straps—Hosiety, Gloves, Undies
Jewelers
Ruth Sullenberger '27 was married
as her guests Elizabeth Gatewood,
On the Square
Virginia Hunter, and Maude Hunter. ! at Harrisonburg in September to Dr.
See our $1.35 Silk Stockings
A. A. Anderson. Dr. and Mrs. AnderSince 1900
son will make their home in LawerGo to Lexington
FETZER'S
D. C. DEVIER & SONS
Mary and Alice Coleman went home enceville where Dr. Anderson has his
practice.
to Lexington last week-end.

One of Her
Best Friends
Should Tell Her

I'sis

Royal
Blue

Hose

ALUMNAE NEWS

GRANTS

Beautiful Shoes
—EXPERTSHOE REPAIRING
- While-U-Wait
We Call and Deliver
PHONE 429
Free Skoeshines!

FASHION'S

NEWEST

"SPRING

PRESENTATION

OF

FOOTWEAR"

LOVETT BROTHERS
28 S. MAIN STREET

STAUNTON

Beautiful Hosiery

"X-Ray Shoe Fitters"
HARRISONBURG, VA.
WINCHESTER

H

EVENING SLIPPERS
GYM SHOES
CLOG DANCING SLIPPERS
SPORT OXFORDS
Shoes Dyed Free!

■
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ROMANCE OF REAPER
HONORS ANNIVERSARY

TOM SAYS:
. Save your pennies! You'll
need them soon 'cause "Jerry of
Pericho Road" is coming to H.T.
C. and you don't wanna miss
her!

What Is This Thing Called Love ???
Love is when a girl wearing a white
evening gown, white gloves, and a
new wrap will ride to the dances in
a fellow's rattletrap, moth-eaten, mudladen, topless Ford.
How Come?
There's many a true word spoken
with false teeth.
A Gain or Loss?
In the good ole days a girl could
drop her fan and pick up a husband.
Country Thomas on street car,
"Which end do I get off?"
Conductor, "Makes no difference,
ma'am, both ends stop."
"I do not grade by the curve system!!!" shouted the professor, and
then he looked at the front row of
modest maids.
"I believe your son is cuckoo."
"Well, he oughta be, since he just
swallowed the bird out of the Grandfather's Clock."
Jackie: "What happened when the
cow jumped over the moon?"
Chris: "Somebody got an idea for
vanishing cream."
Doctor: "Did you open both windows in your room as I told you?"
Patient: "No, sir, there is only one
window, so I opened it twice."
I eat my peas with honey,
I've done it all my life.
It makes the peas taste funny,
But it keeps them on the knife.
—Selected.

Celebrating the 100th anniversary
of the invention of the reaper by Cyrus Hall McCormick. "The Romance
of The Reaper" was presented in
Walter Reed Hall, February 17,
through the courtesy of the International Harvester Company.
Emancipation of hand laborers was
achieved by a slow process. In the
early days grain was reaped with the
aid of the sickle, a tedious job requiring one day's labor to harvest a half
acre. In time, followed the cradle, the
highest type of hand implement. It
had advantage over the earlier types
in being capable of laying the grain
in rows where it could be more easily
bunched.
Even though the cradle was a big
step forward, still the negroes remained slaves to the hand implements.
Cyrus McCormick, through inspiration of his father's unsuccessful efforts
determined to invent a machine that
would have both time and back aches.
After tedious hours of untiring, patient struggle, brightened by the loving encouragement of his family and
friends, the product of his fertile imagination evolved into a working machine.
Since that day in 1831 the reaper
has undergone many changes. In 1858
followed the Marsh Harvester, and
again in 1870 the Binder, a more perfected machine. Modern farmers may
now be seen covering forty-five acres
a day using the Combine, reaper and
thresher, great, great grand child
of McCormick's reaper. A big improvement over the grand parent!
,
The picture throughout is enveloped with the charming southern atmosphere of colonial days. Large plantations nestled among the quiet hills
of the Blue Ridge valley, loyel negroe
slaves devoted to their master's comfort, elaborate colonial costumes accompanied by traditional charm and
courtesy add to tbe effectiveness of
the film.
Virginian's should feel proud that
it was over an old country road in
Rockbridge county.
-Virginia, that Cyrus McCormick
travelled to fame one hundred years
ago.

LANIERS PRESENT
PROGRAM IN CHAPEL

The Lanier Literary Society presented a program to the student body
"Were yon nervous the first time at chapel on Friday, February 13,
you asked your husband for money?" Eleanor Moore sang "Thy Heart's
Paradise" and Mary Cloe gave two
"No, I was calm—and collected!"
"Come quickly! There's a man up
to his ankles in mud."
"That's all right. Tell him to walk
out of it."
"He can't. He's upside down!"

j
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Lillian Gochenour
Exclusive Millinery
Blue Moon Hose
Vanity Fair Underwear
124 E. Market St.
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WHEN THE MOON SPILLS ITS
SILVER
When the moon spills its silver
Into little black pools, retouching them
As they float the stars,
with splendor
And the night rose lets escape the fair
aroma
Of its exquisite perfume,
Then the ghosts of faded summer
nights
Return to haunt my dwelling.

BOOK REVIEW
(Continued from page 3)
his greatest desires, he is disappointed. His wife leaves him to go on a missionary journey to China. While she
is gone, he enlists in service as a soldier in the World War which has just
broken out. The remainder of the book
tells the story of his adventure and
life as a soldier, with his death as the
final climax. It happened just as the
reader has anticipated, for what else
could happen?
Nights of brief and sad romance were
Yet, as the last page had been read
these—
and re-read ther,e was a feeling of inMoons too white with silver, and too completeness, a desire for more of
stained with red;
something about something. The readLove edged with lacy laughter, steep- i er was left in such a state of mind I
ed and drenched in tears;
i that he could not guess what happened |
Love that lost itself in seeking the i to some of the minor characters and |
unknown.
he was not told. It must be confessed
that in the whole work-out of the plot,
Now when the moon spills its silver there was neither deep romance nor
In a blend of rose fragrance,
breath-taking experiences—just a
I am caught in a filmy spell of ghost- simple tale told in a simple way.
ly beauty.
—Martha Ellison
My hand lies within your tender clasp,
And to my ear comes the old familiar ULLRICK WILL HEAD STUDENT
whisper,
GOVERNMENT
"Madonna!"
(Continued
from Page 1)
—Garnet L. Hamrick
Howell is assistant Editor of the
DR. WAYLAND EDITS MANY Breeze, a Scribbler, and former President of the Page Literary Society.
BOOKS ON VA. HISTORY
The next election which will be held
(Continued from Page 1)
in
March just before the end of the
Home and Native Land (with W. H.
winter
quarter will be conducted in
Ruebush), 1922.
the
same
manner as this; at this time
Guide to the Shenandoah Valley,
the
minor
offices in the student organi1923.
zations
will
be elected.
Ethics and Citizenship, 1924.
Art Folio of the Shenandoah Virginia, 1924.
The Fairfax Line, 1925.
Leaves and Branches from 300 Family Trees, 1926.
History of Shenandoah County, Virginia, 1927.
Rambles in Europe, 1927.
Whispers of the Hills (verse), 1928.
Pathfinder of the Seas, 1930.
Virginia Valley Records, 1930.
Chapters in Church History, 1930.
He is also author of the words of the
state song "Old Virginia."

EXCLUSIVE
STATIONERY

Williamson's
Harrisonburg's Pharmacy
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W. L. Ftegatt
WEST MARKET ST.

Groceries and Meats

NOW SHOWING
NEW SPRING
Dresses, Evening Gowns
Hats
Special Sale
Rollins Guaranteed Pure
Silk Chiffon Hose $1.00

RALPH'S
One Way to an

-AIn Economics
While this is not a correspondence course and
while "riches" are not guaranteed after one lesson
here is an "easy was to save
money in your spare time!"
Requisites are a J. C. Penny Store and a small allowance! All enrolled students
receive generous savings
with every purchase.

Shenandoah Press
Job and Commercial
PRINTERS

Phones
Office
Res.

;

Be Up To Date
and use our

The

readings "God's World" by Edna' St.
Vincent Millay and "Women" by Amy
LoWell. "Underneath the Trees" was
sung in quartet by Louise Mapp, Dorothy Harley, Evelyn Sykes and Eleanor Moore.
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DAYTON, VIRGINIA
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Pauline: "Lois bough two goldfish.
She paid a dollar for them."
Linda: "Huh! If that's all she paid,
I'll bet they're only plated."

'm

February 21, 1931

A STORE
must have sound guiding principles to be firmly established.
Many of you already may be
customers of ours and know our
business policies. To those whose
acquaintance we have yet to
make, may we say that we are
constantly endeavoring to offer
up-to-minute merchandise of dependable quality at low prices.

CHARLES

sandwiches at

Totos frames finishing

New Chic Styles in Felts
with Bakou and Pedaline
Trims
All the Latest
Spring Shades
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98 TO $2.
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of the Better kind

JOHN W. TALIAFERRO
AND SONS
JEWELERS
Expert Watch and Jewelry
Repairing

Harlin Bros.

:
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PigglyWiggly
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All Shoes Reduced

WONDEftFUL VALUES

CANDYLAND

D

Candies are made in our modern, sanitary kitchen each
day, only ingredients of purest quility used. Syrups and ice
cream made daily in our own plant. All equipment including
soda fountain inspected daily.
Cuisine the best the market affords. Travelers look
upon CANDYLAND as the
Rendezvous of Connoisseurs
and why,—The tempting taste tells the tale.
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VERY SPE

CIAL ALLEN A HOSE

Kegular $1.50 service wear Now $1.19 per pair. 2 pairs for $2.00
SPECIAL ALLEN A
Regular $1.50 Chiffon, now $1.35 per pair. 2 pairs for $200
ANOTHER SPECIAL—LADY ENDICOTT HOSE
Regular $1.25 value, now 89c per paid. 2 pairs for $160
ALSO OTHER WONDERFUL VALUES AT $1.00 UP TO $1.95 Per Pr.
Boudoir Slippers, 59c to $3-95

Merit Shoe Store
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Come to see us for
Drugs, Toilet Articles
Kodaks

*
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There's a bit of health in every bite
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Get your sliced bread for

:

c

II"

Reilly Drug Co.

BUY NOW and BRING PROSPERITY

'"

Kavanaugh Hotel Annex
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Compliments of

S. BLATT'S
Dyers and Cleaners
Harrisonburg
Phone 55
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New Spring Dresses and Coats
NOW ARRIVING
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44 So. Main

SPRING HATS

56 S. Main St.

B.NEY&SONS

Dean Studio

STORES CO. INC.
5c to $5.00 Dept. Stores

The Fashion Shop
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ShenandMh Valley's

%

Greatest Department Store
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